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Abstract - A general description of the behavior 
of a communication network is given by codes spec- 
ifying the relationships between each node’s observ- 
able source processes and its input and output signals. 
In this work we focus on acyclic multicast networks, 
and consider two formulations for quantifying network 
management for link failure recovery, in terms of se- 
lecting between codes. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent work has shown that coding (combining signals, not 
just routing and replication) is needed in some cases to achieve 
network capacity [l], and that linear coding is sufficient for 
multicast [2]. An algebraic framework introduced in [3] recov- 
ers these results and provides powerful analytical tools. 
The full range of situations in which coding is needed for 
capacity is unclear. Apart from variations on the example 
in [2], our searches over several thousand randomly generated 
graphs have not yielded further examples. 
Coding is often useful for robust link failure recovery, al- 
lowing for receiver-based recovery (i.e. only receiver nodes re- 
act under different failures) [3]. Different recovery strategies 
have different management overhead requirements. Describ- 
ing network behavior as codes, we consider two formulations 
for quantifying essential management information by the num- 
ber of codes needed across different failure scenarios. [4] 
11. MODEL 
We consider a delay-free acyclic network with unit capacity 
directed links, and one or more source nodes, a t  which one 
or more discrete, independent, unit entropy rate random pro- 
cesses are observable. The multicast connection problem is 
to transmit all processes through the network to one or more 
receiver nodes, each distinct from the source nodes., We call 
an incoming incident link of a receiver node a terminal link. 
A code for a node is a function specifying its outputs 
(i.e. the signal on each of its outgoing links, and, for receiver 
nodes, its output processes) from signals on its incoming links 
and processes observable at that node. In a linear code, these 
functions are all linear. A centralized code is a set of codes for 
all nodes in the network, considered valid if all receiver nodes 
can reconstruct the input signals and output them in order. 
111. MANAGEMENT FOR LINK FAILURE RECOVERY 
We assume that the zero signal is observed on failed links. We 
compare receiver-based recovery and network-wide recovery 
(i.e. any node may react to failures) using linear codes. For 
the multicast case where we consider terminal link failures, 
we also analyze receiver-based recovery where signals on links 
remain linear functions of input signals and source processes, 
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but outputs at the receivers may be nonlinear functions of 
their input signals. 
In a centralized formulation, the management requirement 
is given in terms of the number nc of centralized codes, by 
[log, n,l bits. 
Theorem 1 For a single-receiver network with r processes 
and a minimum cut capacity of c, tight bounds3 o n  the number 
of codes needed f o r  the no-failure scenario and all single link 
failures, assuming they are recoverable, are: 
Theorem 2 For a multicast problem with r processes and two 
or  more receivers, let each receiver p have do terminal links, 
and let dmin = mino ds. Tight bounds3 o n  the number of codes 
needed fo r  the no-failure case and failures o f  individual termi-  
r for  1 < r = d,in - 1 
1 for T = 1 or P 5 d,in - 2 
A node-based formulation takes the sum over all nodes of 
the log of the number of different behaviors for each node. 
Theorem 3 For the single-receiver case with linear codes, 
the minimum node-based management  requirement f o r  termi-  
nal link failures and the no-failure scenario i s  achieved with 
receiver-based schemes. 
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3for any values of r ,  c and dmin, there are examples for which 
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